In addition to our standard the Diamond Master Groomer unit which includes:
• RIPPER BLADE
• RAKE
• LEVELLING UNIT
• ROLLER
• BRUSH
We have added the option of the
• LONG TINE FLUFF RAKE

Now you can fluff up wet ball diamond surfaces and dry them out quickly, then go back and groom the area ready for play. Avoid disappointing game cancellations due to wet conditions.

Use the Fluff Rake to:
• stir in new surface materials and calcined clays to the desired depth
• break through hard crusted surfaces along with the other five standard grooms tools daily.

41 Kelfield Street, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9W 5A3
CANADA 1-800-325-4871
USA 1-800-665-2696

THE HOME OF SPORTSTURF MAGIC
QUITE POSSIBLY, THE WORLD’S MOST RELIABLE PUMPING SYSTEM.

Mother Nature? Ha! From Yellowstone to Niagra Falls, nothing moves water like a FloBoy. Really. Every FloBoy is precision engineered and assembled, UL Listed, and comes with the most complete, easy-to-read owner’s manual in the industry. And for all our faithful buyers, we back everything with a one-year warranty from Flowtronex PSI, the worldwide leader in water handling systems. So don’t gamble with do-it-yourself, stick-built pump stations. Get the reliable, one-source accountability of FloBoy. Believe us, it beats waiting around for a natural wonder.

Call 1-800-426-0370

Designed And Manufactured By Flowtronex PSI.

419-825-2363 Fax: 419-825-3714 E-mail: floboy@flowtronex.com
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In 1988, our current Pennington/Seeds West team released our innovative new turf-type Bermuda named NuMex Sahara, followed soon after by another turf-type innovation in Bermuda grass – Yuma. Now, our research is once again leading the way in providing professional results that are unmatched in the industry. At Pennington/Seeds West, we brought together the most improved turf-type bermudagrass varieties available to create a turf with a different dimension - Bermuda Triangle.

Our top performing turf type varieties have teamed up to make the new Certified Bermuda Triangle blend superior to all others. Certified Mohawk provides cold tolerance, Sultan has excellent drought tolerance, and Sydney provides improved turf density. All of these varieties combine to make a blend with dark green color, finer leaf texture, and short internodes to provide characteristics desired by today's professional turfgrass managers. This new certified blend is ideal for golf courses, sports turf, parks, schools, commercial landscaping and premium home lawns. And, like all our grass seeds, Bermuda Triangle is only available with our exclusive PENKOTED® protective coating. For turf that stands up to the demands of today's professionals, contact Pennington/Seeds West turf specialists for the proprietary bermudas that best fit your applications.
You Make the Call

A representative from Dow AgroSciences recently called my attention to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) legislation that may affect your maintenance practices in the near future. The Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA), signed into law by President Clinton in 1996, has been called the most significant piece of pesticide and food safety legislation enacted in years.

The legislation sets forth new safety standards for all pesticide residues. According to EPA's Web site, www.epa.gov, FQPA seeks to establish "reasonable certainty of no harm" from chemical residue exposure. The law provides special protections for children, and requires "an additional tenfold margin of safety for the pesticide chemical residue and other sources of exposure be applied to infants and children."

Previous legislation treated different uses of the same chemical independently. FQPA performs aggregate assessment of "all non-occupational sources of exposure, including drinking water, residential, and dietary exposure." The new safety standards assess cumulative exposure to pesticides and other substances with "common mechanisms of toxicity."

Tim Maniscalo, Dow AgroScience's manager of government and public affairs, told me his company agrees with the aggregate assessment principle in theory, but he questioned the validity of EPA's methodology. Maniscalo contends EPA uses "worse than worst case scenarios" to calculate risks posed by residential exposure. Interestingly enough, EPA seems to agree.

While the Agency looks to its extensive Pesticide Handlers Exposure Database to estimate applicators' exposure to chemicals, it lacks a similar tool to evaluate dangers for those who are exposed to pesticides, but who have not directly used them. Documents posted on www.epa.gov explain, "EPA's residential exposure assessments are designed to be as realistic as possible. They are, however, generally conservative and this adds an extra measure of safety when regulating pesticides. When scientists have studied people in the real world (including the children of farmworkers), they have generally found a person's exposure to be less than that predicted by our exposure assessments."

The document goes on to say the following:

- "We assume high amounts of pesticide residues will transfer to a person. Generally we assume 20-50% of the residues will transfer. Some techniques have shown that in some situations, only 1-3% of the residues are transferred. The highest reasonably possible transfer rate must be assumed for safety."
- "We assume no residue dissipation. In other words, all the residues available initially are available throughout the time a person is exposed. Dissipation rate is based on many factors (heat, sunlight, rain, etc.) so we must include the conservative prospect that in a given case there is no residue dissipation."
- "We assume that a person has no clothing on to protect themselves from exposure because little or no clothing is a possible realistic scenario in some circumstances."
- "We assume two to eight hours of continuous contact."

Residential exposure assessments will affect your program, since EPA includes chemical applications at schools and parks under the term. Organophosphate insecticides are currently being reviewed, and the agency is expected to release a preliminary risk assessment of chlorpyrifos this month.

EPA offers on-line public comment periods for its assessments, and it gives considerable weight to response. I urge you to take an interest in the process, and to lend your voice to the debate. The 60-day public comment period for chlorpyrifos should already be underway.

Steve Berens, Editor
(773) 755-4611
I do! I am and have been very concerned with injuries to players and athletes on our fields.

I am especially concerned about players being injured or killed on fields that are too hard for contact sports. In these instances, fields that are constructed over asphalt, concrete, or soil profiles as hard as asphalt or concrete are usually at fault or at least a contributing factor.

I read in the newspaper the other day that a college football player died from injuries sustained when his head hit the surface of an artificial-turf field. The article did not say whether this athlete was wearing a helmet, and it did not explain how he hit the surface. However, in another recent incident, a driving tackle caused a football player’s helmet to fly off before he hit the surface of the field. The resulting impact to the player’s unprotected head was noted in the press as the key factor in his death.

The NFL Players Association has conducted a crusade over the past four or five years to rid football of all artificial fields. It has been stated that artificial fields are too hard and abrasive, and that the surfaces cause physical damage that shortens players’ careers.

I’m not so sure I agree that all artificial fields are more apt to be a factor in injuries than all natural-turf fields. I’ve measured hundreds of fields around the country with Clegg Impact Hammers, and I can tell you that some artificial fields are less hard than some natural fields.

Hard, compacted natural fields and natural fields with poor traction can also factor into injuries as severe as those associated with artificial fields. It’s important to measure your fields periodically to know their hardness and compaction so you know when to fix them — and then do it.

Proper natural and synthetic field maintenance can reduce many injuries that plague our players today. It’s important to monitor padding below artificial turf for compaction, and to know when the height of artificial turf is worn down to unsafe conditions. As long as we play outdoor football in cold-weather areas, artificial fields may provide more logical solutions than frozen or semifrozen natural fields.

Know what causes compaction in soils so that you can prevent construction methodology that creates the problems. Measure each field periodically, document your findings, and provide maintenance to eliminate or correct compacted soils and reduce potential for injuries.

I’m sure that you DO CARE about player injuries, and that you work daily to protect all of your field users. Don’t let budget politics stand in the way of providing better and safer sports fields. The STMA is a professional organization that cares!

Stephen Guise, STMA President
(714) 704-0403
Foresight and funding turned an open field in the heart of the City of Westminster, CO, into a beautiful and heavily used public park. Hard work and dedication earned the park the 1998 STMA Soccer Field of the Year award in the Parks and Recreation Division.

Facility history
The four-field, tournament-sized soccer complex is just one part of Westminster City Park, a 150-acre facility located near the geographic center of the city. Former Crew Leader Jim Mueller explains, "The soccer complex was dedicated to the 80,000 residents of Westminster in October of 1994, with regular use beginning in 1995. Besides the 15 acres of the soccer 'circle,' there's approximately 85 acres of additional developed turfgrass areas within the park."

Mueller served as crew leader between 1996 and mid-July 1999. He left the City to do full-time consulting at his landscape design and construction company, Grass-Roots 2000.

Eric Pollock replaces Mueller in the crew leader position. He's committed to continuing the aggressive maintenance program that keeps the fields in top condition.

The fields
The soccer complex fields all are native soil with a high-clay content," explains Mueller. "The top soil was scrapped away and stockpiled during the construction, then mixed with additional local native soil and used to top the fields.

"The fields were designed with a two-percent grade from east to west to channel excess surface water to the lake at the west of the fields. A hill on the east side of the complex is approximately 225 feet high, with about a 60-degree slope. It's excellent for spectator viewing, but did drain rain and melting snow onto the fields.

"During construction, subsurface drainage was installed on the perimeter of the fields, including at the base of this hill. This drainage system also channels water to the lake.

"The fields were seeded with a blend of A-34, Livingston, Freedom, and Rugby bluegrasses; and SR4200, Advent, and Prelude perennial ryegrasses."

The complex saves approximately $50,000 annually by using a natural water source. Mueller says, "Water is pumped from nearby Big Dry Creek into an on-site holding pond. It's then filtered and disbursted to the soccer fields and surrounding turf areas via 1,876 sprinkler heads connected to a computerized management system.

"A 10-minute watering cycle uses 68,000 gallons of water. The system is powerful enough to run 10 irrigation stations at one time."

Field use
Soccer starts at the Westminster Complex in late February, as the Colorado Rapids professional men's team begins practice. Visiting professional teams also use the fields.

Mueller calls the Rapids ideal field users. They're always open to suggestions to avoid field damage and to maintain the best possible long-term conditions. The Crew Leader meets with the coaches each quarter to work out details of field use.

As the weather warms, high school teams and youth recreation leagues take to the fields. This raises the rate of play to nine or 10 games each Saturday on all four fields.

The facility also hosts nightly professional clinics, monthly soccer camps, and several three- to five-day tournaments; each with a minimum of 100 games.

Soccer play wraps up in mid-November. By that time, the combined 26 weeks of spring and fall soccer have brought at least 225 youth games to each field, in addition to all the professional-level games and the practices of all the groups.

The central location of the park and its nearly unlimited on-field seating and hillside viewing also attract such events as concerts; the mayor's annual Easter egg
hunt, which draws 5,000 people; the Fourth of July celebration; school outings; recreational volleyball games and tournaments; city-sponsored 5-K and 10-K races; and high school cross country races.

**Unscheduled events**

Unscheduled, unauthorized events add to field use, since the facility is open and accessible. Generally, these users respect the property, but there are exceptions.

Mueller says, “Besides those playing pick-up games in conditions where no activity should take place on the fields, we’ve had people drive four-wheelers down the hill onto and around on the soccer fields. Others have created their own designs on the fields using regular solvent spray paint.

“Vandals hit hard one night in the spring of 1998. They broke into the first irrigation pumping station and the building in which it is housed. They damaged everything; dumped fuels, paints and fertilizers everywhere; and put the golf carts into the creek.

“During this incident, the well in that building was contaminated, and as a result, no water could be pumped from the creek to the lake for irrigation using our regular system. We had to use a portable pump and 400 feet of pipe to pump into the lake in order to bypass the series of contaminated siltation wells until the wells could be drained and cleaned.”

The City responded to the vandalism by upgrading security measures at the building and adding night lighting. The new softball complex will be fenced, locked, and controlled.

The City is reluctant to fence the soccer complex, though. This could sacrifice the flexibility of that area and the natural beauty of the site.

The irrigation system also suffered damage during the initial construction phase of a new Colorado Rapids training facility. Seven main lines and 32 lateral lines were affected. While making these repairs, the City added parts of the irrigation system to the new Maxicom system.

In 1999, the City upgraded this Maxicom system to the Windows program which included detection of leaks or valve malfunctions. Plans are underway to connect this system to laptop computers to provide 24-hour irrigation monitoring seven days a week.

**Soil**

Soil samples are taken twice each year, once at the beginning and once at the end of the season. In spring 1998, results showed a heavily compacted clay with a cation-exchange capacity of 33.5, much higher than the recommended level of 12 to 18 percent.

The pH level was 8.2, and there were high levels of sodium, sulfur, and lime; and low levels of nitrogen and organic material. The irrigation water had a pH of 8.2.

Mueller notes, “A surveying team assessed conditions and confirmed the soil on the playing surfaces was settling and compacting, changing the grade from two percent to less than one percent and creating water-holding depressions. We hired a contractor to topdress the fields with a mixture of 80-percent sand and 20-percent organic material.

“We adopted an aggressive cultivation program, using a three-inch knife blade slicer once a week, and core aerating every three to four months, pulling plugs from both three- and six-inch depths. The
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STMA 11TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
JANUARY 12-16, 2000 -- ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

General, Triple- and Quadruple-Choice Concurrent Educational Sessions
Round-Table Discussions
Your Choice of one of six 2-hour Workshops

Indoor Trade Show & Exhibition - Share an evening reception with exhibitors in the exhibit hall -
followed by a second opportunity to view exhibits and connect with suppliers the next day

Gala Welcome Reception and Networking Bonanza
Reception, Banquet and Annual Awards Program
“Live Auction,” Silent Auction and Raffle of valuable sports memorabilia

Optional Events
Wednesday Seminar on Wheels to St. Louis area sports venues
Wednesday Afternoon “Category” Sessions
Sunday Wheels Tour to St. Louis attractions
Sunday “Football Playoff” get-together
AND MORE . . .

WANT TO KNOW MORE? - Call STMA Headquarters at (800) 323-3875

Sports Turf
Managers Association